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Project teams also post information on the walls of a dedicated situation room for everyone to seeâ€”a practice
known as mieruka visualization. The emphasis is therefore on interactions at the scene genba. We will also
show how the company unleashes six forces, three of which drive it to experiment and expand while three help
it to preserve its values and identity. Coordination and specialization of tasks are centralized in a functional
structure, which makes producing a limited number of products or services efficient and predictable. A recent
increase in vehicle recalls may be due, in part, to "a failure by Toyota to spread its obsession for craftsmanship
among its growing ranks of overseas factory workers and managers. Porter, for instance, says that the essence
of strategy is choosing what not to do. This organizing of specialization leads to operational efficiency, where
employees become specialists within their own realm of expertise. By encouraging open communication as a
core value, Toyota has made its culture remarkably tolerant of failure. My colleague Tim Ogden introduced
me to the work of economist Lant Pritchett, who describes this process as isomorphic mimicry, a phrase that
means the copying of forms rather than functions. Most enterprises stop growing because they stick to
processes and practices their past successes have generated. Confronting your boss is acceptable; bringing bad
news to the boss is encouraged; and ignoring the boss is often excused. Its employees see obstacles as
challenges that energize them to do better. In addition, employees are encouraged to join a wide variety of
informal groups, as we mentioned earlier. Precision, speed, unambiguity, â€¦ strict subordination, reduction of
friction and of material and personal costs- these are raised to the optimum point in the strictly bureaucratic
administration. Although one of the Toyota Way principles is to "build a culture of stopping to fix problems to
get quality right the first time," Akio Toyoda , President and CEO, stated during Congressional hearings that
the reason for the problems was that his "company grew too fast. It first breaks down a big goal into
manageable challenges. The company has stressed teamwork as a guiding principle since its early days.
Organizational structure was considered a matter of choice They felt they were doing the right thing by
offering executives constructive criticism. According to Anderson, because of the unlimited shelf space of the
Web, the cost of reaching niche goods is falling dramatically. And you can look at another organization that is
succeeding and not notice the real differences between how that outstanding organization behaves and how
your organization behaves. Genchi genbutsu. Each individual in Toyota is expected to act according to what
he or she thinks is right. Similarly, senior sales people share information with dealers and learn about
customer tastes by visiting them. Often, growth would result in bureaucracy , the most prevalent structure in
the past. There is a need for flexibilityâ€”which I prefer to call, as earlier, resilienceâ€”but that is an entirely
different thing from internal ambiguity and chaos. The IMV platform is used for three vehicle typesâ€”trucks,
minivans, and sport utility vehiclesâ€”so Toyota can minimize design and production costs.


